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We're Doing It Again!!! 

Saturday Dec. 11th 

Enter to Win an iMac TM DV! 
Entries taken all week long Drawing 
will be at noon on Saturday, Dec. 11th 

We had a great turn-out on our first iDay, 

so we've planned another one! 

There are In-Store Specials and Seminars 

running all day! 

Come in and 

see how to edit full screen video 
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Well, there's a lot of stuff going 
down right now in little old Bellingham, so 
I might as well get right into it. 

First off, What's Up is still 
looking for people to contribute. Even 
helping out with the smallest tasks would be 
cool. More help is needed, or ... 

Also, we decided to make this 
issue smaller; but coming in January, we'll 
be coming in with a little different feel. 
First off, the website will finally be up and 
rockin' (thanks Gino) and there'll be more 
of a focus on that. Also, we' ll be doin' 
more fun shit, 'cause the music thing just 
isn't enough, ya know. Looks like we'll 
even have someone special sellin' the 
advertising for us, so look for the mag to 
expand and really get rockin'. 

Now, to the music. First off, 
Colville Melody has released a new album 
and are playing plenty of shows: They're a 
cool band, so go check them out. They play 
at Anna's a lot and also Father John's; plus, 
they've got a show at the 3B in December. 

Speaking of Father John's, 
they 've got new people booking there. I 
guess Cruz has moved on (potentially to a 
different club--stay tuned) and the guys 
from Crucial Faith are running the show. 
They're a new band who moved up to B
ham recently from Hawaii. Huh. Why 
would someone do that? 

Sharpie are continuing to rock 
around Bellingham. There's a rumor they 
might have some really big shit comin' up, 
but I gotta keep that under wraps for now. 
Stay tuned. 

Estrus is continuing to put out 
some rock. The year 2000 has releases from 
The Quadrajets (which include photos 
taken by B-ham's Jacob Covey), The 
Fireballs of Freedom and The 
Monkeywrench (to name a few). Should 
be really cool. 

Smash Your Guitar has moved to 

the old Green Acres spot (right by Stuart's 
on Prospect). Tommy's really got that store 
rockin', so go check it out. 

David Weiss is putting on 
another holiday music festival downtown. 
It's running now through the end of the 
holidays. Check out the BIMA website 
(www.bima.com) for more info. Dave's 
also doing a lot of stuff with MP3.com, 
trying to get Bellingham bands on there. 
From what I can tell, the process is pretty 
simple, so if you're in a band, check it out. 
Or, if you're not, just check it out anyhow, 
ya bastard. 

Fed X are supposedly hitting the 
road on the lOth, with the Narrows in tow. 
From what I hear, it's a cool little west 
coast run. Both bands recently played the 
3B and fucking rocked. The Narrows are 
getting more and more punishing with each 
show and Fed X was, well, Fed X. By the 
way, the record's available at Smash Your 
Guitar and other fine vinyl establishments. 
Get it damnit. 

Clambake's doing their annual 
Christmas party at the 3B on December 
18th. Their alter ego, the Pulltab 
Playboys, have been getting bigger and 
better crowds. Again, it's another band you 
should just check out. They're really cool 
"fall" music when you just feel like drinkin, 
Budweisers and feelin' sorry for yourself. 
Oh wait, maybe that's just me. 

IV have a website, 
www.IVcomplex.com They're doing 
shows, including one on the 4th at the Up 
and Up. I don't know who else is on the 
line-up, but you should go see 'em. 

Mike Cloud is now booking the 
Up and Up. The Cheep Bastard guys, who 
used to do it, have broken up. Mike's really 
trying to get that place up and rockin'; he's 
from the day when the Up and Up really got 
some quality acts in there. 

Jeff Hoppe has released a new 
album that's available on Cuddlebot, the 
label that's home for Port and Zillion 
Kisses to name a few. They've got a 
website, www.port2l.com, if you want 

more info on the label. Jeff, you might 
remember, was from B Minus Time 
Traveller. This project was pretty much 
done in his basement, so it's got a cool feel 
to it. Oh yeah, the official name of the band 
is The Apollo Generation. 

Local label, Pool or Pond, has just 
released a live recording from the crazy 
Pacer, Monkey, Monkey, Monkey, Pau!, 
and Jill Brazil that happened at the 3B. It's 
an interesting, cool, and really fucked up 
CD. Look for a review in the next issue. 

The Stanwood Tavern is becomin' 
a cool place to see/play a show. They're 
always lookin' for bands, so give 'em a call 
at 360-629-2888. Ask for Bob or Tami 
(who you might remember from Trash 
Train, crazy bastards). 

Speaking of Trash Train. They 
will be playing their final show with the 
current line-up on December 11th (also on 
the bill are The Fongs, The Seizures, and 
The Star Spangled Bastards). The 
drummer and bass player are leavin', but 
they've already got people to fill in, so I 
don't expect much down time. 

The Fongs are a new Bellingham
ish band. The guitarist/singer just moved 
up here a month or so ago. The band also 
includes former members of Coffin Break 
and Popsickle. They made their live debut 
a couple weeks back and were really, really 
cool. If Elvis Costello really rocked, he'd 
be The Fongs. 

There's a new venue up in Blaine 
called 2 Louies. I don ' t really know what's 
goin' on with it, but NY Jimmy's playin' up 
there and so are the Dusty 45's. Fom what 
I hear, the place is really good and huge. 
I've heard a rumor that Blue Oyster Cult 
might be playin' there. How fucking cool 
would that be, huh? 

Looks like Black has played their 
last show. The singer is a teacher and is 
more committed to educating the leaders of 
tomorrow than being a rock and roller. 
Guess I could see that. Their final show 
was in Boise Idaho opening up for 
Queensryche. Pretty big note to go out on. 
They might still do an occasional show here 
and there, so watch for it. 

Oh yeah, I forgot about one other 
new band. They're called Anywhere and 
have some faces you might recognize from 
around town. They'll be making their debut 
in the new year. 

NY Jimmy and the Jive Five are 
finally back from their tour. Looks like 
they made it with just a few bumps and 
scratches. Cool. 

Ya know, there's more stuff goin' 
on, but I can' t remember it. If you're in a 
band, let me know what's goin' on with ya 
and I' II put it in here . 

-Brent Cole 



The Seizures 
There's a new breed of rock and roll that's comin' up from the underground. Bands that' ve 

dropped the artsie-fartsie vibe and are headin' down the road of straight rock and roll. Young and 
old are playin' good music inspired by punk rock and AC!DC, Bellingham bands are no exception 
and one of those bands is The Seizures. 

The Seizures are a young band with a long history. Though all of them are only in theirJate 
teens, they're defm.itely not roolde's at playin' rock and roll. All of the band has spent some time in 
Stalin's Order, one of Bellingham's coolest underground bands. 

Back in August, as Stalin's Order was beginning to fall apart, Brian (lead guitar) and Tim (bass) 
got together to start playing rock and roll, as opposed to the more punk rock vi be of their other band. 
Brian and Tim realized they needed a singer, so they recruited James (also previously in Stalin 's 
Order, but he had already left. James' has also been in a ton of other bands, too many to name, 
really). Soon after that, they enlisted their good friend Dave (also in Stalin's Order) to drum and the 
Seizures were born. 

After practicing consistently over the following couple months, they had a chance gig at the 
Humdinger House (with Trash Train and The Megabrats) after the headlining band had to cancel. From 
the first chord, the audience new they were in for some pure, good ol', high energy rock and roll. 

Since that show, The Seizures have played a handful of shows with more popping up all the 
time. They'll also be recording in January with a CD release sometime in the spring. 

-Brent Cole 



LOCAL SHOWS 

On Nov. 6th The Mega Brats, The 
Cuckoos , and the Seattle based 
Catheters played at the Show Off 
Gallery. The Mega Brats, who were the 
only local act on the bill, kicked the 
night off with their brand of sloppy, 
semi-melodic, Ramones influenced, 
punk rock n' roll. These guys kicked ass, 
despite the fact that their second guitar 
player needs a better amp soon! They 
played 10 times better than they had the 
previous weekend at the Humdinger (I 
think this was largely due to the fact that 
they hadn't broken out the booze yet). 
Next were the Cuckoos. Although this 
band had an ample amount of musical 
ability, I wasn't impressed with them. 
For all practical purposes, they should 
change their name from the Cuckoos to 
Iggy Pop and The Murder City 5, 
because those are the bands that they 
had blatantly ripped off. I could tell that 

the singer was trying real hard to pull off 
the Iggy Pop Thing, but he just couldn't 
quite do it. Their guitar player, although 
quite good, saturated every single song 
with long and drawn out wanky guitar 
solos . During their cover of the Stooges' 
''I'm Sick of You," some of the crowd 
mocked them by holding up their 
lighters and swaying back and forth. It's 
just too bad that these guys had to waste 
their talent playing shitty songs. 

The headlining band for the night 
was The Catheters. These guys must 
have practiced for long hours in front of 
mirrors, because they had their rock star 
poses down pat. When they first arrived, 
the bass player spent about 15 minutes 
getting his hair right in the mirror. While 
they played, the singer knew how to 
shake his hair just right and is on the 
cover of Hotty Magazine (no, I'm not 
joking). Their guitar player was 
obviously shooting for the deathly thin 
heroin-addicted rockstar look. However, 
unlike the Cuckoos, these guys fucking 
rocked!!! Once they started playing, my 
pretenses were blown away by the sheer 
power of their rock! They were similar 
to the Murder City Devils on their first 
album, but ten times more intense. It is 

hard for me to review these guys; on one 
hand, they are a bunch of dipshits that 
think they are the latest and greatest 
thing to happen to rock 'n roll , but on the 
other hand, I ultimately have to admit 
what is perhaps best said by their song; 
"The Kids Know How To Rock," and 
these kids certainly know that. 

-Brian S. 

Tis a pity if you missed this one 
folks. Our little B' ham was a-rockin ' 
and a-rollin' with a vengeance this 
particular evening. The show opened up 
with The Narrows, deliverers of the 
strong, powerful sounds we've come to 
depend on , and performing with an 
intensity that really set precedence for 
the rest of the evening. When guitarist 
Justin Mcintyre dedicated the opening 
song to a friend in the hospital, you 
could sense the tension in the silence 
that followed . It seemed important to 
everyone that evening to remember that 
a friend was hurt and in pain while they 



were continuing on. 
The Narrows were followed by The 

Fongs, a Seattle based group that blasted 
us with amazing pop songs throughout 
their entire set. Featuring members from 
previous bands such as Muzzle, Coffin 
Break, and The Meices, this threesome 
guaranteed a blowout show. Lemme just 
say for the record that these here boys 
have got more talent in their little 
pinkies than many bands will acquire 
during their entire careers. Hmmm, 
maybe that's a little harsh, but damnit, 
I'm biased. Shawn Trudeau, bonafide 
Star Drummer for The Fongs, is a local 
hero in my hometown of Bremerton. The 
boy done real good for hisself, y'see, 
and we is all real proud of 'im. So next 
time you get the chance to catch The 
Fongs live and in person, git yer ass on 
over. 

Let's see next up . we had the Star 
Spangled Bastards. Fabulous, just fab-u
lous. This show was better than the All 
Hallow's Eve show with Man or Astro 
Man. Not that they played badly then, 
but they were doing some serious 
jammin' this time. Watchin' Sweet P go 
full-tilt on stage was makin' me feel like 
a giggly schoolgirl with a crush on a 

"Guitar feeling under the weatherP· 
Den ifs time fer an appeintmell 

wltll Dave Pavne-Tbe Guitar Doctat 
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Rock Star. Whatever the reason for the 
improvement, I hope they keep it up 
because the set was awesome. Side note: 
The Fongs and Star Spangled Bastards 
are playing together on December 11 at 
the Stanwood Tavern. You really ought 
not miss this one, it's gonna be a good 
'un. 

As for the wrap up with Fed X, I 
can sum it up with two little words, yo: 
Kick Ass. It was wham-bam-thank-you
ma'am as Fed X's eruption on stage was 
followed with a hasty herding out the 
door by the 3B 
staff at the close 

annoyed at What's Up reviewers for 
only having "upbeat" and "way-cool" 
reviews. Where-oh-where are the 
reviews that get to the nitty gritty? The 
faults and realities of a suck-ass show? 
That must wait for another time, my 
friends, because all in all, this was one 
sweet evening of music and mayhem. 

-Andrea Curtis 

of the show. I 
would have 
enjoyed their set 
more if I hadn't 
been constantly 
annoyed by 
assholes on the 
floor, but ah, 
well, such are the 

BINARY • • • •• 

trials and 
tribulations of 
being a fan. Ya 
know, many a 
time I have been 
known to get 
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Any record that can exist as a unified 
body of work is something I appreciate, and 
something that I think deserves recognition. 
Bellingham's Men Without Pants has made 
such a record. This newest batch of 
recordings from some of our city's talented 
musicians contains strong elements which 
elevate the entire record to a refreshing level. 

The major accomplishment of this 
record is its songs. Steve Webb, along with 
help from his band, has written sixteen 
impressively well-crafted songs. The 
songwriting easily takes its place among some 
of the best that this area has to offer. The 
lyrics possess strong imagery, evocative 
emotion, and admirable honesty that few 
songwriters may claim. Equally impressive is 
the skill with which each song was crafted. 
There is strength in simplicity, but there is 
strength in technical know-how as well. I tip 
my hat to the subtle changes and musical 
expressions that exist within these songs. 
Also, the clarity with which these songs were 
played is very high. Men Without Pants is a 
group of good musicians, and these 

recordings demonstrate that emphatically. 
The music feels good, too. There are 

some lively ingredients in this record that help 
define its personality. From start to finish, the 
record grooves. The rhythms are tight and 
slick. Comfortable acoustic guitars and 
congas keep the music real. Interestingly, I 
hear some Van Morrison in the mix - usually 
in the singing, but also in some of the 
acoustic-funky-folk style as well. I also hear 
some Bruce Cockburn in Webb's vocal 
quality. Also worthy of mention would be a 
perfect mix of wit and healthy sarcasm with a 
genuine message that is worth communicating 
and being heard. 

The production on this CD is first class, 
and makes this record a very pleasurable 
listening experience. I say play it again. 

-Phil Perdue 

ESTRELLA 10/20 

ESTRUS RECOROS 

This band is punk rock to the core. 
AC/DC 100% as far as vocals go, this 
Japanese group epitomizes American/Brit pop 
as it is today. They exhume an originality that 
can't truly be attributed to any other band out 
there right now. The lead singer is so AC/DC 
that you want to puke up kidney pie. I'm 
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TV Killers •Hawe A Blitz On Yoa" LP/CD, VOl ZIPPERS •Bad 
Generation" LP/CD, 26 TRACK SAMPLER CD $4.98 ppd.! We also 
carrr loads of cool and •ard to find non-Estras crap ..• Write for 
nr FREE catalog! AIGEL/DEYIL T -SHIRT $10.00 ppd. in U.S.A. LIXL 
ESTRUS RECORDS, P .0. BOX 2125, BELLINGHAM, WA. 98227 

talking down to the 
british accent and 
everything. These guys 
are kicking some ass 
that just can't be kicked 
in the Orient. They 
have shred-worthy 
vocals on top of a 
rockin' rhythm section 
that isn't commonplace 
among bands from the 
greater Pacific Rim. 
This band is a Japanese 
version of the Sex 
Pistols that down right 
puts them to shame. 
Estrella 20/20 has 
enough energy to power 
a nuclear sub-station. If 
you're lookin' for some 
rock to embarrass your 
mother, these guys are 
it! Raw; Raunch, and 
above all rhythmic-
Estrella 20/20 are what 
you're going to want to 
satisfy your yuletide 
cravings. 

-K. Scott 

As tempted as I was to automatically 
compare Zillion Kisses recent release with 
their last, I feel it would be an injustice to do 
so. 

This record has an extremely brit-pop 
feel to it overall. It features moody, baseline 
whiny vocals to it. But on a lighter note it 
features some pretty damn intricate guitar 
work that is definitely worthy of mention, if 
not all out praise. The song-writing is farely 
contagious, although it definitely isn't very 
hard . But obviously these guys weren't out 
to just wreak havoc. The album is quite 
listenable, and above that very worthy of 
rotation in your CD player. 

And although you've heard it once 
previously, this band amazes me with the 
fact that they're from Aberdeen. I would've 
never thought that a band doing something 
other than butt-rock could accomplish 
something south of Olympia. I truly wish 
this band the best of luck, and really hope 
that they can continue their sound that 
they've established so far. This is a band 
worth checking out. 

You can procure one of these fine CD's 
by getting ahold of Cuddlebots recordings at 
www.port2l.com. I can safely say that this 
label makes me proud of my hometown, 
Aberdeen, WA. Do us Aberdonians a favor 
and give this disc a whirl. It's grade A beef, 
to be sure. 

-K. Scott 

There's nothin' like dark country
blues in the fall. It gets cold and dark 
outside, you start to feel depressed, and all 
you wanna do is sit in a dark bar and drink. 
Colville Melody's the soundtrack for this 
time. 

The first release by Colville Melody is 
a hefty dose of country rock. Not the Garth 
Brooks mind you, but more acin to air
country giants Wilco and Son Volt. 
Influenced heavily by Johnny Cash and 
other greats, Colville Melody has put 
together a solid release that makes you want 
to sit and drink in a dive bar, trying to forget 
all your troubles. 

There are so many elements of this that 
are really striking. The first and most obvi
ous is the voice of Arlan. It's deep and 
haunting, often sending chills down your 
spine, bringing the obvious comparison to 
the aforementioned Cash. The rhythm sec-



tion, which features Jim (formerly of Five 
Gears in Reverse) and Mike (Bumblebees 
and a million other projects) are solid and 
tight, a trait that's very important for this 
sound. The music at time bulls you over, 
while other times sits you back and gets 
your mind drifting. 

The entire album was recorded in Paul 
Beaudry's studio (Five Gears in Reverse) 
with no overdubs, so what you hear is what 
you're gonna get. The album is available at 
their live shows (which are almost weekly at 
this point), go check it out. 

-Brent Cole 

I remember the first issue of Hmmm 
(the previous name of The Continental). 
The whole thing was a diary for the band 
Sean was in at the time. It was fun and cute, 
but had little else to it. Over the years the 
magazine has continued to grow (along with 
the label) and now is hitting it's stride. The 
Continental is only being put out a couple 
times a year (he's got a family now, ya 
know), and has turned into one of the prime 
sources for garage and source information. 
With the latest issue, Sean has made the 
magazine bigger along with adding some 
color to the cover and a cool cd (which we'll 
talk about later). 

This issue of the Continental includes 
includes articles on The Woggles (who are 
on the cover - which looks really cool), 
Jonny and The Shamen, The Woodies, The 
Astronauts, Joel and Jill Trueblood, plus 
tons and tons of music reviews, and 20 ques
tions with Dave Crider (Estrus Records). 
All the articles are really well written, but 
the best part is the music reviews. There are 
way more than can be read in one sitting, 
which is always a treat. 

But the best part of this installment of 
The Continental is the cd that's included 
with it. A cd that on its own would be worth 
at least 12 bucks, comes free of charge. 
Bands such as the Woggles, The Untamed 
youth, Satan's Pilgrims, The Valentine 
Killers, The Penetrators, just to name a few, 
have all donated tracks (29 total). The 
sounds range from garage to surf to rock, 
and it all sounds good. This isn't one of 
those CD's where a bunch of bands gave up 
their crappy tracks, all 29 are strong and will 
keep you intrigued for months. 

The best way to get your hands on a 
Continental is to order via the double crown 
website, dblcrown.com. For under five 
bucks, you can't go wrong. 

-Brent Cole 

Here in Bellingham, Fed X are rock n' 
roll kings. Dirty Bill is the Object of desire 
of many high-school age girls and this is the 
reason why: Rock n' roll. This album is 
merely testament to that. It is loud, it is raw, 
it is definitely dirty, and even more so, it def
initely rocks. From the opening chords of 
four-wheel drive, I knew I was in for a treat. 
Powered by two guitars and drums, there 
isn't even need for a bass. Some of it's fast, 
some slow, but always dirty!!! 

If you like rock n' roll and live in 
Bellingham, I recommend that you march 
your lame ass down to Cellophane Square to 
purchase your own copy of Fed X for only 
$5.99. You won't be disappointed. 

-Brian S. 
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W
lcome to the second annual What's Up Christmas review. Last year we did the ever popular Christmas CD 

and this year we'll be reviewing the top ten Christmas movie's ever made. This was an especially tough list to 
get together, there have been hundreds of Christmas specials and movies made. Some are very old and have 

lost their impact, others are for kids and haven't had any impact for years, but these ten have stood the test of time. Some 
aren't necessarily classics, yet, but they are the ten you' d want to see over any others. In putting the column together, 
we also attempted to find other holiday movies that were non-secular, but the best we could come up with was a Rugrats 
Hanukkah movie. 

It's A Wonderful Life 
The classic Christmas movie. Over the years it's popularity has only gotten stronger, it's still 
one of the greatest films ever made. It's A Wonderful Life is a guaranteed tearjerker that'll 
make even the meanest person feel warm and fuzzy on the inside. Of all the movies ever ,.. 
made for the Christmas holiday, this movie is a must see, and for a lot of people, it's a yearly ~ : 
tradition. ~,

6Miracle on 34th St. 

Along with It's A Wonderful Life, A 
Miracle on 34th St. can be considered the 
classic Christmas movie. In it's 50 or so 
year of existence, Miracle on 34th St has 
created its place in history as a yearly 
"must see." It's not quite the tear jerker 
that It's A Wonderful Life is, but it makes 
those who watch it feel like a kid again. 

How The Grinch 
Stole Christmas 
You're a mean one, Mr Grinch! This 
famous Dr. Seuss book that was turned 
into a movie has remained a classic 
through all the years. Animated by Chuck 
Jones (Bugs Bunny director/animator) 
and narrated by Boris Karloff (voice of 
Tony the Tiger), it's the first cartoon on the 
list. Young and old wait every year in 
anticipation for the movie to show on TV. 

~ ~ 

A
5

Christmas 
tory 6 

The first modern classic. Definitely not in the same 
vein as the previous movies. There's no tears, just 
good old fun. A Christmas Story still has such a 
following that movie theaters today will show it. A 

Christmas doesn' t go by that at 
point people 
don't mutter 
t h o s e 
infamous 

words "You'll 
shoot your eye 

*The Pickford is 
currently showing 
a Christmas Story, 

see calendar for 
dates and times. 



Like the Grinch That Stole 
Christmas, this is truly a classic 
for the young and old. One of a 
series of classic stories (others 
including Santa Claus is 
Coming To Town) , Rudolph 
the Red-Nosed Reindeer has 
weathered the test of time. 

National Lampoon's 
A Christmas Vacation 

The sequel to National Lampoon's Vacation, this unlikely 
Christmas movie has quickly become a classic. Released only 
within' the last couple years, it has gone from a cult classic to one of 
the mainstay movies during the holiday season. The story of Clark 
W. Griswold's Christmas is one that many people can relate with. 

This movie is by far the creepiest of the Christmas 
Classics. Directed by the king of horror movies, Tim 
Burton with songs written by Danny Elfman, A 
Nightmare before Christmas is the story of a town that's 
entire existence is based on Halloween. As one of the 
residents ventures out of the town, he becomes aware of 
the greatness known as Christmas. The story line is 
very dark, but not as dark as the claymation. The entire 
movies is done in a stick figure claymation that really 
helps ad to the darkness of the story. 

A Christmas Carol/Scrooged 
Again, this is a legendary classic. The story of Ebenezer Scrooge in A Christmas Carol is the 

oldest of the classics. The story of the three ghosts lives to haunt people and is always a reminder 
of the true spirit of Christmas. After many, many different remakes on this classic tale, Bill 
Murray stared in the now classic Scrooged. It's the modem day version of a Christmas Carol, 
with Murray playing the Ebenezer character, who is now a TV executive. 

~harlie 6 
Brown 
Christmas 

Even though it hasn't had quite 
the same impact in modern day as it 
did in the past, this is still a classic. 
Now a days, kids are learning about 
Peanuts through this great special. 
One of many classic Charlie Brown 
specials. 

A Simpson 
Christmas 

This is a classic, not 
necessarily because of the 
content of the story, but 
because of what it spawned. 
A Simpson Christmas is the 
first full episode of the 
Simpsons, when it made the 
crossover from short to TV 
show. The episode itself is 
pretty good, it gives a great 
preview into the genius story 
writing of the Simpsons. 



Tricla: So, here we are. Since your 
first CD will be released just before 
this article is printed, I feel it 
appropriate to ask you how you feel 
about it. 
Arlan: It's good. 
Jimmy James: It's rough and ready 
and has some amazing moments. 
Arlan: It's a lot like johnny Cash's 
early recordings. 

Jimmy James: Yeah. 
Tricla: Weren't we going to avoid 
using proper nouns to describe your 
sound? 
Arlan: Fuck that. It sounds a lot like 
that shit. 
Tricla: (To Arlan) And you're the 
songwriter? 

Story By: 
Tricia 
Hickson 
Live Photos By: 

VS. The Devil Jacob Covey 

I 
was more than just a little bit excited 

to interview Colville Melody. Not 

only does the band know their musical 

shit; they also produce some of the best 

lyrics I've heard since my Lou Reed CD 

started to skip. However, my close 

proximity to the band evolved my 

excitement into muted anxiety. Two out 

of three Colville Melody band members 

are my roommates and I'll be damned if 

they haven't put me under pressure over 

"The Article" (being this here article). 

Perhaps they fear I know too much about 

them. Perhaps they understand how 

much I love to play the devil's advocate. 

Despite my newly acquired anxiety, I 

arranged to meet Colville Melody at the 

Ranch Room. To my relief, they talked to 

me for almost two hours about 

everything from their new CD to their 

childhood and inner demons. 

Arlan: I've written most of them. 
yeah. 
Jimmy James: Mike wrote both the 
Taj Mahal songs. 
Arlan: I wrote all the johnny Cash 

songs. 
Jimmy james: They've kind of been 
ghostwriters. You know, In Nashville 
and other places, writing songs for 
big stars for a long time before they 
joined Colville Melody. (To Arlan) 
When did you write than one song? 
When you were two? 
Arlan: Yeah. Most of my best songs 
were written when I was between 
the age of two and five. 
Mike: I remember when you were 
between two and live. 

Arlan: Yeah. we had a nice band 
back then. 

Jimmy James: Yeah, we grew up 
together in Colville. 
Mike: There wasn't much to do 
except write tunes, go fishing .. . 
Tricla: ... chase women--wild 
women--and drink whiskey .. 
Mike: ... drink whiskey and coke .. . 
T ric Ia: .. . then you turned six and 

things had to change. 
Arlan: Yeah, we had to go to college 
then. 

Jimmy James: We really didn't chase 
women when we were young. 
Mostly we just laid in the grass .. . the 
tali, green grass and just stared at the 
sky ... looking for shapes and 

l 



likenesses of ourselves in the 
clouds ... those were the days, really. 
That's when the creativity started. 

Jimmy james, the bassist for Colville 
Melody, moved in with Mike and I 
this summer. I can't say that I've had 
any regrets. Sure, he's full of more 
horseshit than my great grandma's 
old riding mare, but he's also just 
about the most caring fellow one 
could hope to meet. Jimmy james is 
the kind of roommate that will buy 
you chocolate ice cream when 
you've had a bad day. He is the joker 
of the band, which is something 
Colville Melody needs in order to 
maintain a certain balance. Colville 
Melody, on the whole, is a very 
serious band. 

Arlan: I want to say something about 
how Anna (of Anna's KaddyShack) is a ... 
Jimmy )ames: ... goddess. 
Arlan: Yeah. She has us down all the 
time. She took us in when we 
sucked. She took us in a lot. 
Jimmy )ames: Yeah, it's like taking In 
a stray kitten. 

Arlan: Totally. It's like orphans or 
something ... 
Jimmy )ames: ... all skinny and wormy 
and shltting on the front porch ... she 
took us in and helped hone us into the 
fine tuned machine that we are now. 
Trlda: What are the regular days you 
play down at Anna's? 
Jimmy )ames: Wednesday nights a 
lot. Next month we're playing three 
Wednesday nights. We should give 
you those dates ... 
Arlan.: ... the t st, the 5th, the 15th 
and the 29th at Anna's. 
Jimmy )ames: We're at the 3B on the 
17th, at the Wild Buffalo on the 9th 
and at Stuart's on the 18th. 
Arlan: jesus! 

The cocktail waitress comes by with 
another round. Arlan lights himself 
another cigarette and gets a nice. 
serious look on his face. 
Arlan: I have a vision for the band. 
Trlcla: What is your vision? 
Arlan: My vision for the band is--and 
if you can mediate this to make It 
sound not so egomaniacal--1 think 
there's moments that we play, like, 

some incredible fucking shit. It 
reminds me of all the stuff that I like 
and that is the goal for me. 
Jimmy James: That's not so egomaniacal. 
Trlcla: Not at all. 
Arlan: It's awesome, man. There's a 
lot of times where we sound like 
something that's pretty fucking 
good. It's old and new at the same 
time. I'm all t(le old. If I were just 
playing by myself, I would sound like 
Bob Dylan or Hank Sr. But when I 
play with these guys, they've got all 
the different shit that they play, and 
we get something cool. It's kind of 
like the Violent Femmes with, like, 
more old-timey stuff. We're more 
serious than the Violent Femmes. 
They're real campy, you know. We 
play some quality material and for 
me It's very real. 
Jimmy )ames: It's an evolving thing. 
I think there's a lot of bands out there 
that are really good from the get-go 
because they have really awesome 
musicians and they know what they 
want to sound like and they sound 
like that from the get-go, right? It's 
not to say that we don't have good 
musiCians. I mean, Mike is like, 
probably the best drummer in 
town ... 
Arlan: ... anywhere. 

Jimmy James: Well, not anywhere, 
there are better drummers out there, 
but nobody that would ever play in a 
band like this, that's for sure. 
Mike: Honesty, thanks. 
Jimmy James: A damn good 
drummer, though. And Arlan's got a 
great ear and can pull things into his 
style. The thing Is, we've gotten a lot 
better. And we've captured a lot 
more of those moments that Arlan 
was talking about. 
Mike: We learn as we go. I kind of 
look at it as a workshop. You know, 
learning from each other, and 
continuing the process of making 
good music, and you're always 
pushing yourself. It's like, you always 
strive to make good music and 
sometimes you do and sometimes 
you don't, but what comes 
out... well, anything can happen. 

For the past six years, I have witnessed 
Mike develop into a phenomenal 
musiaan. Mike has a professional 
attitude toward his music and puts his 
drumming career above everything 
else in his life. Don't get me wrong, 
this guy knows how to party. But if 
there's one guy I know that's going to 
pass on the bong or bottle because he 
"has to practice." that guy is Mike. • 



Trlcla: Did you guys all go to college? 

Artan: Yes, I do have a degree. 
Trlcla: In which field did you receive your degree? 

Artan: English, creative writing. 

Mike: Yeah, I've got a degree in music with a 

percussion emphasis. 
Jimmy James: When I think about it, we're a lot 

like The Doors. 
Artan: What a philosopher. .. 

Mike: ... and as jim just said, he's a philosophy 

major. Well , as jim implied, he is a philosophy 

major. 
Jimmy James: Implied by random reference 
rather than logical deduction? 

Trlcla: I'm impressed; a band in which all members 

have a degree. That's pretty damn good. 

Arlan: That's right. We're like The Velvet 
Underground in that way. 

Jimmy James: I'm not a practicing philosopher. 

Trlcla: Well , I don't know about that. 

Jimmy James: I'm about to do something with 
my degree. I'm about to get a real job. 
Trlcla: A real job? In the field of philosophy? 

Are you becoming a bartender? 

Jimmy James: I'm becoming a telephone 
customer service guy. just like it ever was .. .I 
was practicing before I got my degree. Now, I'm 

going to apply the degree and be 

What 

jobs? 

Jimmy James: Arlan is a self-employed house 

painter. 
Arlan: Mike is a bell ringer, for the holidays. 

Mike: Yes, for the holidays I'm going to be a bell 

ringer. Yeah, I'm going to play some music for 

The Salvation Army. 
Trlcla: I didn't realize you could make a living 

that way. 
Arlan: Mike is very frugal. 

Trlcla: Do you have a favorite song to perform? 

Mike: I couldn't pick out any one song. 

Arlan: I don't have any favorites. 

Jimmy James: Come on, try it, though. Pick a 

favorite song on the album and one that's new. 
Mike: Every song has an element that I like. 

Arlan: When we recorded, I would say, like, 

"Kate's Voice". 

Jimmy James: That was pretty special. 

Arlan: Yeah, I mean, that's one of those songs 

that to my way of thinking, is fucking amazing. 
To play it live, though, you 're playing it to a 

bunch of fucking corn-fed, TV narcoleptics. You 

can 't get that song through with a fucking 

sledgehammer. 

Jimmy James: I think we've played it better live 
than we did on the recording. 
Arlan: Oh, for sure, when we dial in on it, 

there's some serious God-damned feeling going 

on. 

The first time I had a real conversation with Arlan 

was at the Ranch Room. He is an amazing old 

soul with eyes that seem to see all the way 

through you. It was in the Ranch Room that I 

developed a nice, big crush on Arlan. However, 
I (and the rest of the female population) must get 

over him and his big, soulful, brown eyes. Arlan 

already has a wild, beautiful girlfriend and she is 

his largest source of inspiration. 

Jimmy James: I think the thing about this band is 
that we all have some real demons, especially 

Arlan. You can't write the kind of songs he does 

without having some demons. 

Artan: Yeah, one of the things that distinguishes this 

band is our solid belief in the devil. He's out to get us. 

Mike: It's Colville Melody versus the Devil. 

Jimmy James: Colville Melody: 1. The Devil: 0. 
Artan: Are you kidding?! The Devil is kicking 

our ass! It's more like, Colville Melody: 1. The 

Devil: 5 or 6. 

I can definitely verifY that this band has some 
demons. It would, in fact, take a book to 

describe all the demons these boys harbor. I 
know that one of those demons will want to 

read and edit this article as soon as I get home. 
But that demon will just have to smolder and 

watch me go t? my room to listen to my brand

new, ass kicking Colville Melody CD. 

'' 

·' 
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December Wishes: 
Inspiration for the 

New Millennium 
More acoustic ramblings 

by Burke Mulvany 

It's very different living in the 
county. I can't just walk down the street 
to go get tofu at the Co-op, or ride my 
bike to Stuart's for a cup of tea. Rather, 
it becomes a sort of adventure. First, I 
have to make the commitment to go to 
"town." Then, I must shower, brush my 
teeth, and change out of my garden 
clothes into something just a shade less 
musty. Then, I pack my backpack with 
key essentials like fresh spring water, 
journal, checkbook, license, proof of 
insurance, hat, scarf, and all the other 
little things I think I'll need but won't 
actually touch. Then I have to spend at 
least 10 minutes with my dog Jack to let 
him know I promise to return to feed 
and walk him before bed. All the lights 
out? Doors shut? Stove off? Windows 
closed? Okay then, lets see if my van 
will start! If it doesn't start, which is a 
common occurrence, then I push start it 
down the hill and we're off--thirty miles 
into town along the winding, beautiful, 
skinny Mt. Baker Highway. Last week 
my accelerator cable snapped-again. 
Last time it snapped, I used duct tape 
and a safety pin (thank you Libby) to rig 
it back together. This time, a paper clip 
and electrical tape was sufficient. Once 
in town, I become confused and head 
straight for Stuart's to get grounded and 
eat cookies. Always a warm arrival, 
indeed. 

On the world beat scene, 
At least two hundred enthusiastic 

folks showed up on Sunday, November 
14th to the PAC to listen to the foremost 
disciple of Pandit Ravi Shankar, Kartik 
Seshadri, perform on sitar, 
accompanied by a fabulous tabla player 
(whose name I cannot spell). The music 
was a mesmerizing blend of traditional 
and classical sitar & tabla jams that 
work within a set of Ragas but are wide 
open for improvisation. I truly have no 
background in this style of music, but 
found it easy to fall right into the magic 

of the tones and melodies. I was 
smiling the whole time, thankful 
for taking the time out to support 
such amazing talent passing 
through Bellingham. 

Since this is my last article of the 
Millennium, I would like to share a 
few inspirations for the coming 
generation. I believe in love, truth, 
prayer, and silence. I believe in 

helping others, listening, showing 
compassion, and being humble and 
supportive. I see music as a tool for 
social change and a healthy form of 
creative expression. I believe in the 
children and their gifts and wisdom. I 
have faith in my elders and peers that 
we may overcome our blindness, 
addictions, fears, and anger. I believe 
we are responsible for our actions and 
that we can reverse negativity and 
convert that energy into positive 
change. I believe in the food we grow, 
the love we make, the music we share, 
and the breath we breathe. Let us be 
strong and see the wisdom of our 
collective truth. Let us see beyond the 
comfort of our fears and learn to 
release the mistakes of yesterday and 
focus on the blessings of this new day. 
We are a world village all dependent on 
each decision we individually make. 
Let us be open to the truth, and we shall 
be set free. I pray for peace to all 
peoples, animals, and ecosystems. I 
pray for clean air, water, and food for 
all generations to come. I pray for 
safety for our young ones and their 
young ones still unborn. May we share 
our stories and wisdom through food, 
music, and ritual. May we be open to 
change and trust in the cycles of nature. 
These are my inspirations for 
the New Millennium. 

Okay, thanks for letting me get that 
out of my system-just in time! For 
those who actually are curious as to 
what has become of Phil Parsons, well, 
actually, that's a good question. Does 
anybody really know for sure? 

And just one more reminder before 
you head to the kitchen for another 
peanut butter and tuna sandwich: GO 
EAT AT SEVEN LOAVES 
RESTAURANT & BAKERY! It's the 
most healthy, yummy, honest food in 
Whatcom County. Come on out and 
visit us, you'll be glad you did. 

Deep breath. Give thanks for this 
moment. Lots of good things to come, 
so keep reading and be healthy this 
holiday season. Blessed be, and we'll 
see you in the New Millennium! E
mail Burke at Flutehawk@aol.com. 



PRINCESS MONONOKE 
(Hayao Miyazaki,US release 1999) 

Once again, we have the 
adventures of a warrior girl that fights 
off whole cadres of armed men and 'I 

takes no prisoners! Sort of like Joan of 
Arc? Well, no ... more like The Lorax 
meets Godzilla (if Godzilla · was a 
benevolent forrest guardian). Bear with 
me. 

in the process of growing up and trying 
to live up to their roles. Who would 
want them any other way? It helps 
when you're able to fight like Bruce 
Lee and Robin Hood combined, as the 
prince is. 

Essentially, they're trying to save the 
forrest from extinction as the humans 
move ever closer to it, a clash between 
the old nature-based life and the new 
technology coming up to use those 
resources. The old gods will have their 
say before the day is done. It's an old 
story, but the details-the action, the 

Princess Mononoke features creatures in the movie-are what keep 
apparently foolproof kiddie points: it's it from being too predictable. 
a cartoon with a tuff girl as the heroine , The movie doesn't suffer from 
and an eco-friendly message. ( Plush I politically correct black-and-white 
Mononoke dolls, anyone?) It's not a . thinking, either. Ashitaka, our hero, 
movie to use for baby-sitting the kids, I knows both nature and man and knows 
though. It demands some attention. I that one cannot live without the other. 
Princess Mononoke has an original He is always trying to bring peace 
story that resembles a creation myth, ., between them, and thus finds himself 
with imaginative touches and cool- under fire by both sides during sections 
COOL-images. It is a children's story, of the movie. Also, we see enough of 
but it's the kind that treats the audience the humans in the movie to know that 
with respect. It doesn't skip over things, they are only trying to make a better life 
or stop the pacing to present a goofy for themselves. A lesser filmmaker 
song. There is violence; by this, I mean would have made the people all 
heads being cut off, bodies blown apart, caricatures of greed to keep things easy. 
and wolves biting and shaking their Considering screen time and all, 
prey ... not cute stuff. This may be a Ashitaka is actually the main character 
culture clash that keeps Mononoke of the movie .. Princess Mononoke gets 
from assuming major hit status in the equal footing once she shows up, but 
U.S. (in Japan, it's second only to the that's a good section into the film. The 
ballyhooed Titanic in box-office Princess makes up somewhat by being 
numbers). You may assume the violence I more interesting; a mysterious, wild 
is gratuitous stuff thrown in for the 'I wolf-girl figure. 
Jackie Chan crowd, but actually, the . Something that may surprise first-time 
movie wasn't nearly as gory as I'd i viewers of Miyazaki is the energy of 
heard. Of course, to people expecting a I certain scenes. Not only do the 
Muppet-like save-the-forest. m~vie, the characters move fast, they look great 
hacking of enemy samurru w11l be a i while doing it. All throughout, the 
shock, and that's the reason that very animation is really good (the director's 
young children probably should skip it in his 70s and he hand-drew many of 
for a few years the eels), but man!! !- live action leaps 

So is it worth seeing, as an adult? Yup. over rooftops never looked so good. 
The old folks in the movie act their age, This was Miyazaki's last movie before 
rather than what kids assume adults to retiring, or at least it was intended to be. 
be like. There's plenty of greed, It's definitely worthy viewing. 
ambition, self-sacrifice and clear-cutting 
to identify with. On the flip side, ---Steve Meyers 
Mononoke and her would-be consort, 
Prince Ashitaka, are classic kids' heroes, 



LA FIAMMA 
Located at 

200 E Chestnut 
Street. I I am-I I pm 

647-0060 

It was a Friday night and I 
hadn't been to my favorite dinner 
spot since summer. Gone were the 
days of enjoying the sunlit patio, 
although they do employ a fancy 
heat lamp that some parties may 
choose for the adventure ·of 
outdoor dining in winter. I 
wondered if it would match my 
nostalgic summer hopes or if it 
would leave me soggy as winter 
approaches. Pulling back the pizza 
shaped handles of the door, La 
Fiamma welcomed me warmly 
from the chill late autumn night. 
The relaxed glow must come from 
the gorgeous shades of terra cotta, 
avocado, and squash on the walls. 
Or perhaps it is the ever-charming 
boys who serve us there. Maybe it 

is the way all the metal and wood 
shines. Or knowing I will get the 
best sandwich around. 

La Fiamma is a detail
oriented establishment. From the 
silver paper of the informative and 
playfull menu to the yellow 
wrapper around the bundles of 
silverware to the complimentary 
tampons and lotion in the 
restrooms to the textures and 
lighting in the dining room, the 
establishment projects a clean 
image without being sterile. A 
woman lifting one of the 
aluminum chairs from another 
table commented on its lightness 
while a man remarked on the 
handsome welds in the metal. The 
atmosphere is a sophisticated 
contrast of raw and refined 
materials: rough galvanized steel 
channeling, smooth maple shelves, 
corrugated Formica table tops, 
polished stainless steel, brick, 
exposed heating ducts. The room 
reflects the very essence of wood 
fired pizza, the earthy flavor 

served on sparkling trays, the slick i 
and the organic. I 

The service lagged slightly 
during that Friday night dinner 
rush. Professionals with families 
and good manners packed the 
room. I have gone earlier or later 
in the evening, they are open until 
llpm--to avoid the crowds. But I 
always the fabulous waitrons offer 
flirtatious quips as they bustle 
about meeting all our needs. 

For the cheapest thirst 1 

quencher, let me recommend the 
water, which is served in extra tall 
red plastic tumblers, like every 
pizza parlor uses. The Rosemary 
lemonade is a curious treat. In 
summer when we were dying of 
thirst the $2.25 refillable glass 
quenched the entire table's thirst.\· 
The infused herbal bite smoothes 
out the zippy citrus of fresh 
lemonade. The menu boasts of !' 

eight regional microbrews. 
Although the general atmosphere 1 

is casual, they still perform the I 

!
little wine tasting rituals if you I 
order a bottle. The hot tea ! 
selection is limited but lovely. ' 

Again, this is not a restaurant 
where every item is thrifty, but 
there are plenty of options to 1 

satisfy the under ten-dollar ideal. 1 

Little take--home boxes proved j 
necessary for the generous I 
portions of pasta ($7.25). The 

options for sharing. Soup or salad 
compliments a shared pizza well . 
The green salad ($3.50) is a 
pleasing mix of leaves accented by 
woodsy unhulled pinenuts tossed 
with the refreshing vinaigrette. 
While one of my dining 
companions felt the basil was 
underrepresented in the tomato 
soup ($2.95), he proclaimed it a 
good soup without a doubt. I 
cooed over the beautiful cream 
design combed on the surface. 

The Roberto Panini. What 
can I say? Life is beautiful and I 
adore this sandwich. · I order it 
almost every time I eat at La 
Fiamma. If you thought 
sandwiches were just for lunch, 
think again. With sandwiches, you 
hold all the flavorful food groups 
in the palm of your hand. A thick 
ciabatta roll splits open to be lined 
with tomatoes, basil, mozzarella, 
and roasted red pepper pesto. I 
must admit it has lost a touch of 
freshness since the local tomato 
season has passed. A chicken 
Panini, as well as occasional 
specials like the Knuckle 
Sandwich, also grace the menu. 
The Paninis ($6.25) arrive with a 
green salad. 

The desserts at La Fiamma 
inspired a smoregasmic response. 
Fruit and ginger flavors tantalize 
non-chocoholic dessert 
enthusiasts; however, the pizzas run a 

range from the 
unpretentious 
Big Kid Plain 
Cheese pizza 
($8.95/14.95) to 

chocolate is my passion. The 
. wood fire S'more ($4.75) met with 
\ jokes and guffaws when I first 

ordered the urban cousin of classic 

h e 
sophisticated 
smoked salmon 

chevre 
and 

cilantro
almond-caper 
p e s t o 
($12.95/20.50). 
They even have 

cheeseless 
pizza cleverly 
titled the No 
Whey. With 
one day's notice 
you can request 
a wheat free 
crust, to satisfy 
your dietary 
needs. Medium 
and large sizes 
offer several 

campfire stickiness. But the extra 
forks snatched off the table soon 
ripped into the graham cracker 
shell releasing hot torrents of 
chocolate and caramel oozing 
beneath the golden marshmallow 
layer. For a more dignified 
chocolate experience, the truffles 
(two for just $1.75) arrive wrapped 
in foil and chilled. The divinely 
rich raspberry or mint filled 
confections satiates the desire for 
sweetness. 

Although the lemonade days 
of summer have passed, La 
Fiamma's wood fired magic will 
be sure to keep me warm all winter 
long, as they continue to serve up 
hearty, complex flavors with style. 

-Libby Chenault 



It's time, once again ... to get 
aboard .... That's right folks. Sweet Pis 
back in black and livin' small. It's 
totally unbelievable that the publishers 
of this magazine still have old Sweet P 
around writing this column. I haven't 
really gotten shit in the way of feedback 
regarding this fine addition to the 
magazine. I take that back. K. Scott 
"My America, My Neurosis" told me, 
in complete confidence, that he looks 
forward to my column. That to me is 
completely flattering. That guy is a 
nutball, and he needs to be commended 
(not committed) for it. There have been 
a few others that have said that they 
enjoy reading it as well, but are they 
saying that to be nice, or are they truly 
down with Sweet P (yeah, you know 
me). So, watch out, cause ads sure as 
hell ain't gettin sold based on the 
popularity of this here column, good 
old Sweet P may get the axe ... 

Let's get to it. The big WCW 
November PPV happened last weekend. 
I couldn't afford to get it on the boob 
tube, so I watched the free "Webcast." 
What a crock of shit. Audio with still 
pictures every other minute. I felt like I 
was playing with my viewmaster. 
Anyway, from all accounts it was a 
pretty damn fine PPV. The new writing 
team that I spoke of in the last column 
are completely in charge, and they are 
doing some great things with WCW. 
Story lines are following through to 
completion, and they are pretty damn 
good to boot. 

You remember me saying last 
time that the WCW Heavyweight title 
was taken away from Sting, and a 32 
man tournament was held to find a new 
champ? Well, guess what, who's the 
man? I called it once again: Bret "the 
Hitman" Hart won the damn belt. Hart 
and Chris Benoit wrestled in the final 
match for the belt. Good match, ending 
in a great sequence of moves including 
a reversal of the sharpshooter by Bret 
Hart. Both of Brei Hart's matches of the 
night were vaguely similar to the match 
that he had right before he left the 
WWF for the WCW--the night that 
Vince McMahon put the old double 
cross on Hart cause he didn't want Hart 
to leave the WWF as the champ. I'll tell 
you what: There is an amazing 
documentary on Bret Hart called 

e 
"Wrestling with Shadows" (I know for a 
fact that they have it at Film is Truth), 
it airs every once and a while on A&E. 
It basically follows Brei Hart's life for a 
year. It just so happens that it is the most 
controversial year of his life. If you 
want to get an inside look at the world 
of wrasslin', or you just want to watch a 
damn good documentary, then pick it 
up. I have friends that aren't even the 
slightest bit interested in wrasslin' that 
have seen it and have really enjoyed it. 

Anyway, back from that tangent. 
As I was saying, Hart's matches were 
similar to the big double cross match. 
But this time they ended like they 
should have. With Hart on top. We' ll 
see how long he keeps the belt. 
Goldberg is in line to get it again. 
Starcade is coming up next month. And 
Starcade is the PPV where Goldberg 
won the belt in 1997 and lost it a year 
later. So don't be surprised if he gets it 
back then. Makes sense. Goldberg is 
still the most over guy in WCW, 
although things are changing quickly 
with the new writers in charge. 

The new writers, or "Powers That 
Be," started a new storyline that is 
actually pretty cool, involving the old 
farts. The status of the storyline right 
now is that Hacksaw Jim Duggan is 
hanging around cleaning the Powers 
That Be's personal toilet and other 
janitorial jobs like that. Rowdy Piper 
came back last week, and the Powers 

. That Be gave him a referee shirt and 
I told him that he will be a ref for the 
I remainder of his contract. Hulk Hogan 

I is not around right now, and there are 
rumors that he has been given time off 
until this storyline kicks into full gear, 
same story with Flair. Hogan has been 
doing interviews stating that he is in the 
process of suing WCW over age 
discrimination. Anybody that will listen 
to Hogan is being told that he is 
unhappy with the new writers at the 
company, and they are holding him 
back because of his age. Rumors have it 
that Hogan will come back and wrestle 
under his real name starting from the 
ground up. Should be pretty interesting 
to watch. 

Same old, same old in the WWF. 
Stone Cold Steve Austin is out right 
now with a very sore neck. Heard 
yesterday that he has a bone splint in his 

spine, and needs an operation to fix it. 
There are rumors that he won't wrestle 
again. Should be interesting to see how 
this news will affect the WWF stock. 
Stone Cold is by far their biggest star. 
The Rock ain 't too far behind though, 
and it looks like he might move into the 
top spot. The Big Show has the WWF 
heavyweight belt right now. He filled in 
for Stone Cold in the triple threat match 
at this month 's PPV. Kinda weird that 
the Big Show got it over the Rock and 
Triple H. Look for the Rock to get the 
belt next month. Of course, I've been 
saying that for the last few columns. 

I finally finished the 500+ page 
autobiography of Mick Foley. What a 
great book. I enjoyed every minute of 
it. Last I saw, it was number 2 on the 
New York Times bestseller list. That's 
right, a autobiography of a wrestler is 
on the New York Times bestseller list. 
Go figure. If you are looking for a good 
read, pick it up. 

A&E ran a whole week of 
wrestling biographies last month. 
Started off with Stone Cold Steve 
Austin on Monday. Owen Hart on 
Tuesday. Mick Foley on Wednesday. 
Jesse Ventura on Thursday. And Andre 
the Giant on Friday. Have to say that 
the Mick Foley one was pretty cool, but 
that was mainly because I had literally 

just finished his book the night before. 
If you haven 't seen that Andre the 
Giant biography, check it out next time 
you see it on. What a cool story. 

Well, guys. I've been told that I 
have to cut the column short this 
month. See, that is the first sign that 
Sweet Pis on the way out. First they cut 
you back I 00 words, then next thing 
you know you've got a paragraph in the 
classified section. Just look at Alan's 
column. I remember when it was a 
good solid page and a half long. Last 
month it was one letter, one half of a 
page long. He was on his way out, he 
wasn' t sell ing any ads baby. That's what 
it comes down to--money. But from 
what I hear he has actually been getting 
some letters (maybe he won't have to 
make them up anymore), so he'll 
probably be allowed to stick around. So 
what I'm saying is write Sweet P, tell 
him what is on your mind, tell him you 
hate his guts and he is a complete 
moron, tell him you love hi m and want 
to shine all his ratty old shoes, just 
write him, Sweet P needs to know that 
people are reading his words. Hell, 
actually Sweet P doesn't really give a 
fuck... 

sweetp@estrus.com 



BETTER Bllitll A 
BOMBSMElTER 

Bad shit is going to go down 
soon children. Very, very soon, 
indeed. The end is upon us, and 
there are already numerous signs 
to support this theory of 
impending doom. Take for 
instance the unexplainable rise in 
price of Pabst beer in this town. 
No wonder all of those hicks are 
joining militias; you take away a 
man's cheap beer, and dammit all, 
you take away his freedom too! I 
myself am thinking about moving 
to Montana to take up gun 
collecting and raising gerbils to 
dress up in Barbie clothes and 
have tea parties with. Stranger 
things have been known to happen 
for far lesser reasons than the rise 
of beer prices. We could possibly 
have a crisis status upon us if 
something isn't done quickly. And 
the inflation of cheap beer is only 
the tip of the iceberg. 

Need another example of 
foreboding? Just look long and 
hard at the current state of the 
popular music industry; As if the 
whole of the eighties wasn't bad 
enough, this recent influx of male 
harmony groups could mean the 
end of the world as we know it. It 
may very well start a chain 
reaction with sexually frustrated 
teeny-bopper girls chasing around 
gay crooners who wouldn't touch 
them with a ten foot penis-shaped 
pole. Hetero-sex would cease to 
exist and Gerber baby food would 
only be used for toothless 
invalids, because babies would 
stop being born. And seeing how 
our planet only barely survived 

two similar plagues 
(known as "Menudo" 
and "The New Kids On 
The Block"), I don ' t see 
how we can, once again, 
gamble with the Earth's 
fate. But then again no 
one has asked me, 
which I can only 
interpretate as jealousy. 
So there! 
Because it is the holiday 
season, I'm going to 
share with you another 
possibly treacherous 

I situation that is 
blatantly threatening our human 
race. As many of you more 
intelligent readers already know, 
heart disease is the world's 
leading cause of deadness. Yet 
have any of you seen through the 
terrible nature of fast food lately? 
No, you have not, and that is why 

, I must spend my time informing 

1

1 you of such things that normally 
fly right over your flat craniums. 
It has come to my carnivorous 
attention that McDonald's is now 
offering bacon double 
cheeseburgers at a mere 99 cents. 
So basically they're charging you 
to eat a literal pulmonary grenade 
that'll make your fatty heart swell 
up like a starved Tampax until it 
finally blows the hell right out of 
your sagging flabby chest. That's 
not really what you want, is it? 
Too many of those things get into 
our stream of humanity and pigs 
and cows will soon take over and 
start eating human burgers. 

Anyway, the point I'm 
slowly getting around to is that the 
world may very well not be here 
the next time the due date for this 
column rolls around. And being 
that as it may, I figured I had 
better devote this possible last 
column to saving all of you loyal 
readers in case doomsday hits us 
soon. So I'm now going to share 
with you all my plans for an easy 
bombshelter so that you'll at least 
have a sporting chance of 
surviving apocalypse. Though this 
may seem generous on my part, I 
must let you know that if it came 
down to it, I would gladly 
decapitate you with a pair of rusty 
kiddie-scissors to get at your last 
can of baked beans. But hopefully 
there will be no need for anything 

I of that nature, so on with the 

I 
plans. 

To begin, because of the 
nuclear threat of radiation, you 
must first come up with a sizable 
quantity of lead to shield yourself 
from the genital--shrinking 
radiation. Once you've procured 
the lead to construct the shelter, 
your next big problems are going 
to be, first of all, the form and 
shape your shelter will take, and, 
secondly stocking your shelter 
with food. Luckily for you, I have 
solved both dilemmas with one 
idea: Build your shelter in the 
shape of an ark, then pretend to be 
Noah and recruit two of every 
animal to come and live with you 
(there's your food supply), and if 
there are torrential floods, your 
shelter will float. Imagine cruising 
a giant ocean and watching atomic 
blasts on the horizon as you 
munch on a delicious albino 
rhinoceros kabob. Talk about 
luxury! 

In addition to food and 
shelter worries, you may have to 
fend off starving mutated looters 
who are after your supplies; and it 
will also be a challenge to keep 
yourself from getting bored, since 
I imagine that apocalypse will 
probably mean the end of Beverly 
Hills 90210 and Dawson's Creek. 
Again, people, I have 
conveniently thought up a dual 
solution for a pair of fucked up 
problems. All that must be done is 
to plant an electric grid in the area 
around your shelter then sprinkle 
it with Tootsie rolls and all those 
pesky neighborhood brats that 
you've wanted to give wedgies to 
while they wear chainmail 
underwear will fry like chicken. 
And likewise, if you've got a 
similar infestation of the elderly, 
just substitute Geritol vitamins 
and prunes for the Tootsie rolls 
and they'll cook up just as tender 
as the young ones. Won't that just 
be a freakin' hoot? 

Another concern of mine, if 
the end is nigh, is the possibility 

I of having to bargain with Satan 
for my soul. Since I believe that 
the Devil, of all people, is going 
to drive a hard bargain, I've 
settled for a couple of items that I 
think could surely tempt him in to 
leaving me alone. First of all I 

plan on trapping the souls of the 
people that die on my electric grid 
in bottles or jars and offering 
those to him. But if my first 
method fails, then I plan on 
offering him a pair of spiked 
leather wrist-bands. Cause if 
anyone is gonna look cool in those 
things it's going to be Satan and 
not some pasty metal-head from 
Sedro Woolley, if you know what I 
mean. Yet even with Satan out of 
the picture, still another difficulty 
exists; A theory of devolution 
persists that predicts after 
doomsday evolution will reverse 
upon itself, seeing the simians rise 
to power over us. Known as the 
"Planet of the Apes Theory," if it 
does happen to take effect you 
could see your shelter ransacked 
and taken over by surly monkeys. 
But to ensure your safety, I again 
have devised a solution that I 
invite you to borrow if needed. I 
suggest a fight-fire-with-fire 
approach. Let me explain. 

You've all seen or heard 
about the primate action of 
fighting by screaming and hurling 
their own feces at one another, so 
I propose playing their game if 
they start it first. I suggest 
installing a high-velocity cannon 
built into a rotating turret and 
attaching the said cannon directly 
into your septic system. That way 
ammunition will not be a problem 
and the methane gases that build 
up can be used to fire the fecal 
projectiles at any aggressive 
monkeys that might be pestering 
you. You could drop an angry 
chimp from 200 yards away with a 
single turd. Talk about self
defense .. . 

So in closing, I recommend 
being prepared and ready for 
anything; If you come knocking 
on my ark late at night on January 
the 1st and you're being chased by 
Satan, rabid shit-flinging 
monkeys, or, God forbid, both-
don't expect me to use my turd 
cannon or spiked wrist-bands. I'll 
be busy eating deep-fried bald 
eagle and laughing as I shock little 
kids and the elderly. 

Happy fuckin' holidays, all! 
See ya' here next time (if there is 
a next time). 

-K. Scott 



Here's the deal Alan, 

I have a problem with my most 
recently DUMPED ex-boyfriend. A 
couple of months before the 
breakup I had a sense something 
was wrong . .. then came the day 
where I found proof (on the 
answering machine) that he'd lied 
to me about other girls. I was so 
emotionally attached to him that I 
had considered moving in with him. 
He accepted the break-up and 
wanted us to remain "friends. " 
Unfortunately, I feel that when he 
broke the sanctity of our committed 
relationship he also broke what 
could have made a friendship. Now 
he calls me all the time asking me to 
join him or him and his friends and 
I see him around town and he tries 
to hug me and goes out of his way 
to make his presence known. I'm 
trying to separate myself from the 
relationship that was but I'm having 
a hard time with wanting to be his 
friend but wanting to regain my 
trust in him. Should I tell him to 
leave me alone or should I just give 
him the cold shoulder and ignore 
his phone calls? Whats your advice, 
oh love God? 

P.S. Hey YOU ANSWERING 
MACHINE WENCH! I was his 
girlfriend and while you two talked 
about the hot tub I DUMPED HIS 
ASS. 

Dear DUMPED IDS ASS, 

This fine fellow's not worth 
the time it would take you to spit on 

him. Well, then again. 
Don't waste your time trying 

to trust him. His double
timing with hot-tub girl 

should give you an 
indication of his 
trust-worthiness. If 
you can tell him to 
his face to leave 
you alone (God, 
you know it would 
feel good for 
WEEKS) then do 

it. Then, whenever 
you see him around 

town, casually shove 
your tongue down a 

nearby boy's throat (this move 
has SO much style. AND your ex 
will be devastated). If you can't tell 
him, just ignore him. He's nothing 
to you. Good luck with the tongue 
move. 

Dear Alan, 

Why are you starving? do you 
mean emotionally starving in this 
hell town full of self righteous pot 
dealers as you search for meaning 
in the local coffee "i'm so cool i'm 
drinking a tall latte" joint? or do 
you mean physically starving for 
the kind of love that can only be 
found in true connections or sleazy 
romance novels as you peruse the 
college girls and pretend not to 
notice the pretty high school ones? 
Is working at Pickford only leading 
you to desperation as you chant 
along with the subtitled anguish? 
Never fear Alan, we are your fans. 
We know that you're cool. Don't 
doubt the flexi-weasels. We will 
always be there (in a non-scary 
way). 

-bored on a monday night in B'ham 

Dear bored flexi-weasel, 

What a supportive and scary 
fan base I have. If I only knew who 
wrote this letter, I wouldn't have to 
wonder who's WATCHING ME. 
And why these weasels are FLEX!. 
Anyway, I've been starving both 
emotionally and physically. But the 
call for help was not intended to 
bring me physical love, so I'll just 
talk about the emotional hunger. 
I've always thought this column 
was a bit like PBS or NPR:. 

Quality programming (well, 
predictable programming) that you 
get for free. Someone else will call 
up to pledge, someone else will 
write Alan questions. But, times 
were tough. Nobody asked 
questions. Nobody pledged their 
support. And, yes, it hurt a little. 
I've been sacrificing my mind, my 
soul, my liver, for the readership, 
and up until now it was a waste of 
everyone's time. I was emaciated. 
All I needed was a single legitimate 
question. And I got it. I got many. 
You are out there. You DO dream 
of me at night. You DO include my 
name at grace before eating a meal. 
You DO have my picture clipped 
out, and you HAVE turned it into a 
button that you wear everywhere. 
To those of you who have read my 
column faithfully, thinking "One of 
these answers, eventually, will be 
worth my while," well, they 
probably never will be worth your 
while. But, now, thanks to you, you 
can continue to read and to foster 
hope. (If any of you are 
distributing physical love, THIS is 
a cry for that kind of help.) 

Alan, 

I work as a salesperson. If that 
wasn't bad enough, my bosses are 
completely evil. They're snotty and 
rude to customers, yell at 
employees in front of people 
waiting at the cash register and 
take credit for my sales. Oh, and 
they're fond of calling us "fucking 
bitches" during late night work 

parties. I need this job because I'm 
moving in January, but trust me 
when I say I may not be able to take 
two more months of them without 
sharpening my knives. I'm looking 
for other jobs, but only in addition 
to my present one. Should I risk it 
all and try to get happy before my 
move or should I just be patient and 
plot their deaths as I put my foot out 
to trip them and put poison in their 
McDonalds "suicide" burgers? 

-desperate in money land 

Dear Desperate, 

I strongly suggest you do 
everything in your power to fuck up 
the store before you go. Don't do 
anything that might get you caught. 
Don't do anything that will injure 
someone or get you in trouble with 
the police. Just screw with 
everything. Recycle all the 
incoming and outgoing mail you 
can get your hands on. If you serve 
any kind of food, put band-aids in 
it. Collect ants and let them loose 
at work. Hang up the phone on 
anybody, whenever nobody's 
looking. Save your dog's poo and 
put a little bit in as many clever 
places as you can think of (mainly 
in products you are selling). 

Anything that will make you 
laugh constantly and will make the 
customers and your bosses want to 
shoot each other. Stay at work. 
Collect your checks. And have 
some fun. By the way, where do 
you work? 

LAST MONTH WE RECEIVED JUST ENOUGH 

DONATIONS FOR ALAN TO KEEP HIM FROM 

STARVING. BUT LOOK AT HIM!! 
(THAT'S HIM UP THERE TO THE LEFT) 

HE STILL LOOKS HORRIBLY PATHETIC. 

ALAN NEEDS YOUR HELP 
SIMPLY DONATE YOUR QUESTION TO WHAT'S 

UP MAGAZINE BY STANDARD MAIL OR E-MAIL: 

P.O. BOX 4240 B'HAM WA 98227 - WHATSUP@NAS.COM 

EVEN THE SMALLEST QUESTION 
WILL MAKE A BIG DIFFERENCE. 

FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO SENT US 
DONATIONS LAST MONTH -THANKS! 
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FuNNY {IN A BAD VVAY) 

BY K SCOTT 

CJITCII TlltM l11'£ 
DEC. I 0 W/ ZEN GUERRILLA, THE GIMMICKS, 

FIREBALLS OF FREEDOM 
38 TAVERN 

DEC. I I w/ TRASH TRAIN, THE FONGS, 
AND GUESTS 

STANWOOD TAVERN 

DEC. 12 w/ CHOKEBORE, SHARPIE 
THE SHOWOFF GALLERY 
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The octopus uses its eight arms to catch food. 
& the masturbation is preny wild IDO! · 
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Calendar 
orEven'ts 

HAVILAH 

16th 
NEW WAVE 

DANCE PARTY 

FRIDAY LIVE 
17th MELODY 

18th CHRISTMAS 

2Jrd 
LIVE jAZZ NEW WAVE 

DANCE PARTY 

FRIDAY LIVE jAZZ CLOSED 
24th 

SATURDAY CLOSED CLOSED 
25th 

JOth 

OPEN 
MIC 

LIVE 
MUSIC 

LIVE 
MUSIC 

MIC 

LIVE 
MUSIC 

TBA 

CLOSED 

LIVE 
MUSIC 

TBA 

CLOSED 

EV 

TECHNO WIIH Swil 
D)Q-BNZA 

AFTER TECHNO WIIH Trash Kaleah 
LiFE D)Q-BNZA Train 

AFTER EV Brad 
LIFE Greene 

THE TlCHNO WIIH Swil 

LIMEY D)Q-BNZA Kanim 

TlCHNO WIIH 

LIMEY D)Q-BNZA 

EV 
LIMEY Stuart's 

PRJNCESS TlCHNO WIIH 

MONONOKE D) Q-BNZA Kanim 

PRINCESS UOSED OPEN!!! Closed 
MONONOKE 

EV 
MONONOKE 

MONONOKE Stuart's 

EVERY WEDNESDAY ... 

THE ROYAL - SWING 

RUMORS - DJ RE®EST 

FACTORY - FUNK FACIOR\' 

UP & UP - AR£A 51 
FACTORY- Cot.ua NIGHT 

THE 3B -FUNK D) 
THE ROYAL -HIP- HoP 

RUMORS - DRAGRACE 

STUART'S - POETRY NIGHT STuART'S - I.JvE JAzz 

Fri. 12/10 
2 PM - Kathy Larsdatter 
4 PM - Karen fitzgerald 

6 PM - Craig Olson 

Sat, 12/11 
12 PM - Easy Street 
2 PM - Mockingbird 

4 PM - Men Without Pants 
6 PM - Josh Smith 

Sun. 12/12 
12 PM - Equinox 
2 PM- Kaleah 

4 PM- A Schaad'&? her Fme Fiddlers 

D toHNNY's - D) ANANDA 

Fri. 12/17 
12 PM - Brad Reynolds 

2 PM - Marcia Guderian 
4 PM - Vern Carlson 

6 PM - Synergy 

Sat, 12/18 
12 PM - Juba Marimba 

2 PM - A Schaad '&? her Fine Fiddlers 
4 PM - Anna Schaad 

6 PM- Kaleah 

Sun, 12/19 
12 PM - David Weiss 

2 PM - Men Without Pants 
4 PM - A Schaad and her Fine Fiddlers 

{DTJ) - DJ· (FAC) - DJ 
(ROY) - DANCl PARTY 

- LA!!ES Noo W/ DJ • (JAC)- DJ 
(ROY) - DANCE PARTY 

Fat james (DTJ) - D) • (JAC) - HIP HoP 

Band (ROY) - RlQUESTS 

Caryn (DTJ)- D)· - DJ 
Simmons (ROY) - DANCl PARTY 

LIVE Left Hand (DTJ) - lADIES NIGfT W/ D)· 

MusiC Smoke (ROY) - DANCE PARTY 

(DTJ) - DJ • (FAC) - HIP HOP 
(ROY) - RlQUESTS 

(DTJ) - DJ· (JAC) - DJ 
(ROY) - DANCl PARTY 

(LOS ED Closed (DTJ) - UOSID • (JAC) - UOSID 

(ROY) - (LOSID 

Close (DTJ) - (LOSID 0 (JAC) - UOSID 

(ROY) - (LOSID 

ASchRl&. (DTJ) - D)· (JAC) - D) 

D. J\t\rl.1ttie (ROY) - DANCE PARTY 

Badd Dog (DTJ) - LA!!ES NIGfT w/ D) • (JAC) - DJ 
Blues Soc. (ROY) - DANCl PARTY 

Cb;a:l (DTJ) - DJ • (JAC) - HIP HOP 
(ROY) - RlQU£STS 

PECIAL EVENT 
Dec. 4, 5, I I, 12, 18, 19 

A Christmas Story 

Mon. 12/20 
12 PM - Joe Yamada 

Tue, 12/21 
2 PM - Patchwork 

Wed. 12/22 
4 PM - Marcia Guderian 

'&? Diane Ardourel 

Whatcom Center. 1310 Cornwall Ave 
Downtown Bellingham 

All acts subject to change. 
for the most up-to-date information. check out 

www.bimacom 



Locals 
Choice! 

Home of the 
world famous 

•t ' Potato Burrt o. 

Best ventilated 
smoking area in 

Whatcom County 

Widest Select.ion 
of Tequdas 

Fresh Fruit Margaritas 

' 1• t' (No syrups) 

· Y2K Comp 1an · 
Our Bumtos a~our Source of Natural~ for . , 

BAR EXPANSION 
Now OPEN! 

. the next Mdlennrum. 

Over 75 Tequilas Available! 

4-6 prn 
9-11prn 

Daily! 
1415 Railroad Avenue • Downtown Bellingham • 738-TACO 

Now Open Unti/1am Wednesday-Saturday! 


